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1. Introduction 
The theory of intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) sets  was introduced by Atanassov [1,2] in 1983. In 1997 

Coker [4] introduced the notions of intuitionistic fuzzy topological   space, some types of intuitionistic 
fuzzy continuity and some other related concepts. The concepts of g*-closed sets and Ta-separation axiom 
in fuzzy topological spaces have been discussed in [3]. The objective of this paper is to introduce the 
notions of g*-closed sets and Ta-separation axiom in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces and to study 
their properties respectively. 
 

2.  Preliminaries 
2.1 Definition[1,2] An Intuitionistic Fuzzy (IF) set in X is given by a set of ordered triples                                
A= {< x, A(x),A(x) > : x  X },where A ,A  : X  [0,1] are functions such that 0  A(x) + A(x)  1,  
 x  X. The numbers A(x) and A(x) represent the degree of membership and degree of non-membership 
for each element xX to A  X, respectively. 
2.2 Definition [5] Let ,[0,1] and  +1.An IF point  x(,) in X is an IF set in X defined by 
 x(,) (y) = ( ,),  if y = x  and (0,1) if y  x. 
x is called the support of x(,) and  and  are called the value and the non value of x(,) ,respectively. 
2.3 Definition [8] Let (X, ) be an IF topological space and x(,)  be an IF point of X, an IF set N of X is 
said to be   IF neighborhood of x(,)  if there exists an IF open set A of (X ,  ) such that x(,)  A  N. 
2.4 Definition [7] Two IF sets A and B are said to be quasi-coincident, denoted by A q B if and only if 
there exists an element x  X such that A(x)  B(x) or A(x)   B(x). 
The expression ‘not quasi-coincident’ will be abbreviated as  A q B 
2.5 Definition [7] An IF point x(,)  is said to be quasi-coincident with the IF set A, denoted by x(,) q A if 
and only if    A(x) or   A(x), where A={<x, A(x),A(x) > : x  X}. 
2.6 Definition  An IF set A of an IF topological space (X,) is said to be 

a) IF regular open set if A = int(cl A) [6]. 
b) IF g-closed if cl(A)  O whenever A  O and O is an IF open set [9]. 

c)  IF rg-closed if cl(A)  O whenever A  O and O is an IF regular open set [9]. 
2.1 Result  Every IF regular closed (regular open) set is IF closed (respectively IF open) [9] and every IF 
closed (respectively IF open) set is IF g-closed (respectively IF g-open) set but the converse may not be 
true.   
2.7 Definition [10] Two IF sets A and B in an IF topological space ( X , ) are called  q-separated if     

cl(A)  B = 0∼ = A  cl(B). 
2.8 Definition [9] An IF topological space (X,) is called an IF T1/2 space if every IF g-closed set in X is IF 
closed in X. 
2.9 Definition [9] An IF topological space (X,) is called an IF regular T1/2 space if every IF rg-closed set 
in X is IF regular closed in X. 
2.2 Result [9] Every IF regular T1/2 space is IF T1/2 space. 
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3. Intuitionistic Fuzzy g*-Closed Sets 
 In this section, the concept g*-closed set in IF topological space is introduced and its different properties 
are studied. 
3.1 Definition An IF set A in an IF topological space (X,) is said to be IF g*-closed set if                    cl(A) 
 O whenever A  O and O is an IF g-open set. 
            An IF set A in the IF topological space (X,) is said to be IF g*-open if and only if its complement 
Ac is IF g*-closed   
3.1 Theorem In an IF topological space (X,) every IF closed set is IF g*-closed set. 
Proof Let A be an IF closed set and O an IF g-open set in an IF topological space (X,) such that A  O. A 
being closed set, Cl(A) = A.   Hence, Cl(A)  O, whenever A  O and O is an IF  g-open set. Thus A is an 
IF g*-closed set. 

But the converse is not true as shown in the following example. 
3.1 Example Let X = {a, b} be an non empty set and U = < x, (a/0.5,b/0.4), (a/0.4,b/0.3) >. Then the family 

 = {0∼,1∼,U}is an IF topology on X. Then the IF set A = < x, (a/0.3, b/0.2), (a/0.6, b/0.5) > is IF g- closed 
as A  U gives clA  U.  Hence Ac is IF g-open. Now the IF set B defined by A = <x, (a/0.3, b/0.4), (a/0.4, 
b/0.3) > is IF g*-closed set, since B  Ac gives clB  Ac. But B is not closed. 
3.2 Theorem In an IF topological space (X,) every IF g*-closed set is IF g- closed set. 
Proof Let A be an IF g*-closed set and O an IF open set in an IF topological space (X,) such that A  O. 
Since O is IF open, O is IF g-open. A being g*-closed set, Cl(A)  O, whenever A  O and O is an IF g-
open. Hence, Cl(A)  O, whenever A  O and O is an IF  open set. Thus A is an IF g-closed set. 

But the converse is not true as shown in the following example. 
3.2 Example Let X = {a, b} be an non empty set and U = < x, (a/0.6,b/0.5),(a/0.4,b/0.5) >. Then the family 

 = {0∼,1∼,U}is an IF topology on X. Then the IF set W = < x, (a/0.1, b/0.3), (a/0.8, b/0.6) > is IF g- closed.  
But W is not IF g*-closed.  
3.3 Theorem In an IF topological space (X,) every IF g*-closed set is IF rg- closed set. 
Proof Let A is an IF g*-closed set and O is an IF regular open set in an IFT space (X,) such that A O. 
Since O is IF regular open, O is IF g-open. A being g*-closed set, Cl(A)  O, whenever A  O and O is an 
IF g-open. Hence, Cl(A)  O, whenever A  O and O is an IF regular open set. Thus A is an IF rg-closed 
set. 

But the converse is not true as shown in the following example. 
3.3 Example Let X ={a,b} be an non empty set and U = <x, (a/0.5, b/0.6), (a/0.4, b/0.4)>. Then the family 

 = {0∼,1∼, U} is an IF topology on X. Then the IF set A defined by A = < x, (a/0.5,b/0.4), (a/0.4,b/0.5) > is 
an IF rg- closed but not IF g*-closed.  
 
3.1 Remark Every IF g-closed set is IF rg- closed set but its converse may not be true [8]. Hence the 
relationship of IF rg- closed set, IF g-closed set and IF g*-closed set are as follows 
            IF closed set    IF g*- closed set    IF g- closed set      IF rg- closed set 
where “IF” means “intuitionistic fuzzy”. However the converses are not true in general. 
3.4 Theorem In an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (X,) an IF set A is an IF g*-closed set and x(,) be 
an IF point in X such that x(,)q cl(A) then cl(x(,) ) q A. 
Proof Let A be an intuitionistic fuzzy open and g*-closed set and let x(,)q cl(A). If possible cl(x(,) ) q  A, 
then A  [cl(x(,) )] 

c where  [cl(x(,) )] 
c is an IF open set. Now since A is an IF g*-closed set, cl(A)  

[cl(x(,) )] 
c   [x(,) ] 

c . Therefore x(,)  q cl(A), which is a contradiction to the hypothesis. Hence cl(x(,) 

) q A. 
Theorem 3.5 Let A and B are IF g*-closed sets in an IF topological space (X,), then  
A  B is an IF g*-closed set. 
Proof Let O is an IF g-open set in X, such that AB  O. Then A  O and B  O. So cl(A)  O and cl(B) 
 O. Therefore cl(AB)  cl(A)  cl(B)  O. Hence A  B is an IF g*-closed set. 
Remark 3.2 The intersection of two IF g*-closed sets in an IF topological space (X,) may not be IF g*-
closed set. 
Example 3.4 Let X ={a,b}be an non empty set and U= <x,(a/0.4, b/0.3), (a/0.5,b/0.4)>. 
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Then the family  = {0∼,1∼, U} is an  IF topology on X. Then the IF set A = < x, (a/0.5, b/0.3), (a/0.5, b/0.4) 
>, B = < x, (a/0.3, b/0.6), (a/0.6, b/0.4) > are  IF g*- closed  sets but A  B is not IF g*-closed.  
Theorem 3.6 Let A  B  cl(A) and A is IF g*-closed set in an IF topological space (X,). Then B is IF g*-
closed. 
Proof Let O is an IF g-open set in X, such that B  O. Then A  O and since A is IF g*-closed, cl(A)  O. 
Now B  cl(A) implies cl(B)  cl(A)  O. consequently B is IF g*-closed. 
Theorem 3.7 An IF open and IF g*-closed set is IF closed. 
Proof Let A be an IF open and g*-closed set. Then Cl(A)  O, whenever A  O and O is an IF g-open. 
Since A be an IF open and IF open sets are IF g-open and considering       A = O, we have cl(A)  A that is 
cl(A) = A and so A is IF closed. 
Theorem 3.8 An IF open and IF g*-closed set is IF closed. 
Proof Let A be an IF open and g*-closed set. Then Cl(A)  O, whenever A  O and O is an IF g-open. 
Since A be an IF open and IF open sets are IF g-open and considering       A = O, we have cl(A)  A that is 
cl(A) = A and so A is IF closed. 
Notation 3.1 Let (X,) be an IF topological space and IFGC(X) (respectively IFGO(X)) be the family of all 
IF g-closed (respectively IF g-open) sets of X. 
Theorem 3.9 In an IF topological space (X, ) if IFGC(X) = IFGO(X) and every IF g-closed is IF closed 
then every IF subset of X is IF semi g- closed. 
Proof Let A is an IF sub set of X and A  O and O is an IF g- open. Since IFGC(X) = IFGO(X), O is IF g-
closed also. According to hypothesis O is IF closed. Hence cl(A)  cl(O) = O and A is an IF g- closed set. 
Theorem 3.10 In an IF topological space (X, ) if every IF subset of X is IF g- closed then IFGC(X) = 
IFGO(X). 
Proof Suppose that every IF subset of X is IF g*-closed. Let AIFGO(X), now since every IF g*-closed set 
is IF g- closed set, AIFGC(X). Thus IFGO(X)  IFGC(X). Again if AIFGC(X) then Ac IFGO(X)  
IFGC(X) and hence AIFGO(X). Consequently, IFGC(X)  IFGOX). Hence IFGO(X) =IFGC(X). 
Theorem 3.11 An IF set A of an IFT space (X,) is an IF g*-open if and only if F  int (A) whenever F  
A and F is an IF g-closed in (X,). 
Proof Let A is an IF g*-open set in X. Let F be an IF g-closed in X such that F  A. Then Fc is IF g-open in 
X such that Ac  Fc. Since by hypothesis Ac is an IF g*-closed, we have cl(Ac)  Fc. But cl(Ac ) = (int(A))c 
.Hence (int(A))c  Fc  or F  int (A). 

Conversely, suppose F be an IF g-open in X such that Ac   F. Then Fc is IF g-closed and Fc  A. 
Therefore by hypothesis Fc  int(A). This implies that cl(Ac ) = (int(A))c  F.  Hence Ac is IF g*-closed and 
A is IF g*-open in X. 
Theorem 3.12 Let A and B are IF g*-open sets in an IF topological space (X,), then  
A  B is an IF g*-open set. 
Proof Let F is an IF g-closed set in X, such that F  A B. Then F  A and F  B. So  
F  int A and F  int B. Therefore F  int A  int B = int( A  B ). Hence A  B is an IF g*-open set. 
Remark 3.3 The union of two IF g*-open sets in an IF topological space (X,) may not be IF g*-open set. 

Example 3.5  Let X ={a, b} be a set and U = < x, (a/0.4,b/0.4), (a/0.6,b/0.5) >. Then the family  ={0∼, 

1∼,U} is an IF topology on X. Then the IF set C = < x, (a/0.6,b/0.4), (a/0.3,b/0.5) > , D = < 
x,(a/0.7,b/0.5),(a/0.5,b/0.3) >  are  IF g*- open sets but CD is not IF g*-open.  
Theorem 3.13 If A is an IF g*-open sub set in an IF topological space (X,) and 
int(A)  B  A,  then B is IF g*-open. 
Proof Let F is an IF g-open set in X, such that F  B. Then F  A and since A is IF g*-open, F  int A. 
Now int(A)  B implies F  int(A)  int(B), hence B is IF g*-open. 
Theorem 3.14 An IF closed and IF g*-open set is IF open. 
Proof Let A be an IF closed and g*-open set. Then F  int(A), whenever F  A and F is an IF g-closed. 
Since A is an IF closed set and IF closed sets are IF g-closed and considering A = F, we have A  int(A) 
that is int(A) = A and so A is IF open. 
3.15 Theorem An IF open and IF g*- closed set is IF closed. 
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Proof Let A be an IF open and g*- closed set. Then cl(A )  O, whenever A  O and O is an IF g-open. 
Since A is an IF open set and IF open sets are IF g-open and considering       A =O, we have cl(A )  O that 
is cl(A ) = A and so A is IF closed. 
3.16 Theorem  Let A and B are q-separated IF g*-open sets in an IF topological space (X,). Then AB is 
an IF g*-open. 
Proof Let F be an IF g*-closed set such that F  AB. Then F  cl(A)  (AB)  cl(A) =(A  cl(A))  ( 

B  cl(A))= A  cl(A), since B  cl(A)= 0∼. Therefore F  cl(A)  A. Hence F  cl(A)  int 
(A).Similarly F  cl(B) int (B). Now we have F= F  (A  B) (F  cl(A))  (F  cl(B))  int (A)  
int (B)  int (A  B). Hence F   int (A  B) and hence A  B is an IF g*-open. 
3.17 Theorem  Let A and B are IF g*-closed sets in an IF topological space (X,) and suppose that Ac and 
Bc are q-separated. Then A  B is IF g*-closed. 
Proof Since Ac and Bc are q-separated IF g*-open sets, by theorem 3.16, Ac  Bc =                   ( A  B) c is 
IF g*-open. Hence A  B is IF g*-closed.  
3.18 Theorem  For each x  X, the IF point {x(,)} is IF closed or its complement {x(,)}

c is IF g*-closed 
sets in an IF topological space (X,). 

Proof  Suppose that{x(,)} is not IF closed in ( X, ). Then 1∼ is the only IF g-open set containing{x(,)}
c 

in X. Also cl({x(,)}
c )  1∼ holds and hence {x(,)}

c is IF g*-closed. 
 
 

4. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Ta-Space 
              In this section, a new notion, called IF Ta – space is defined and some of its properties are studied. 
4.1 Definition An IF topological space (X,) is called an IF Ta-space if and only if every IF g*-closed set is 
IF closed. 
4.1 Theorem Every IF T1/2 space is an IF Ta-space. 
Proof Let the IF space (X,) is an IF T1/2 space and A is an IF g*-closed set. Now every           IF g*-closed 
set is an IF g- closed set. Since (X,) is an IF T1/2 space so every IF g- closed set in (X,) is IF closed in 
(X,). Hence A is is IF closed in (X,). Therefore every IF g*-closed set is IF closed in (X,) and hence 
every IF T1/2 space is an IF Ta-space. 
4.2 Theorem Every IF regular T1/2 space is an IF Ta-space.  
Proof Let the IF topological space (X,) is an IF regular T1/2 space and A is an IF g*-closed set. Since every 
IF g*-closed set is an IF rg-closed set and in an IF regular T1/2 space every IF rg-closed set in X is IF regular 
closed in X. Again every IF regular closed set in X is IF closed set in X. Hence A is an IF closed set in X. 
Therefore every IF g*-closed set is IF closed in (X,) and hence every IF regular T1/2 space is an IF            
Ta-space. 
4.3 Theorem Let (X,) be an IF topological space where X is an IF Ta-space. An IF set A is an IF g*-open 
set in X if and only if A is an IF neighbourhood of x(,)  for each IF point x(,)   A. 
Proof  Necessity Let x(,)   A where A is an IF g*-open set in X. Since X is an IF Ta-space, A is an IF 
open set in X. Then clearly Ais an IF neighbourhood of x(,) . 
Sufficiency Let x(,)   A. Since A is an IF neighbourhood of x(,), there is an IF open set B in X such that 
x(,)   B  A. Now A = { x(,)  : x(,)   A}  { B x(a ,b) : x(,)   A }  A. This implies                     
A = { B x(a ,b) : x(,)   A }. Since each B is an IF open set, A is an IF open set. 
4.4 Theorem  For each any IF set A in an IF topological space(X,) where X is an IF Ta-space, A is an IF 
g*-open set in X if and only if for each IF point x(,)   A , there exists an IF open set B in X such that   
x(,)   B  A. 
Proof  Necessity Let A is an IF g*-open set in X, then we can take B = A so that x(,)   B  A for each IF 
point x(,)     A.   
Sufficiency Let A is an IF set in X and assume that there exists an IF open set B in X such that              
x(,)  B  A. Since X is an IF Ta-space, A is an IF open set in X.  Then                                    
A =  x(,)   A { x(,) }  x(,)   A { B x(a ,b) }  A. This implies A =  x(,)   A { B x(a ,b) }is an IF open 
set and hence A is an IF g*-open set.   
4.2 Definition An IF g*-closure operator of the IF set A in an IF topological space ( X,) is defined  as  
Cl*(A) =  { B: A  B and B is IF g*-closed set in X}. 
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4.5 Theorem   In an IF Ta-space  (X,),  K = K*, where K ={ A : cl Ac is IF closed}and                              
K* = {A :  cl* Ac is IF g*-closed}. 
Proof  Let the IF topological space ( X,) is Ta-space. Then A  K implies cl Ac is IF closed implies cl Ac 
is IF g*-closed implies cl* Ac = cl Ac is also IF g*-closed (since X is Ta-space). This implies that AK*. 
Similarly we can show that A K* implies A K. Hence K = K*. 
4.3 Definition An IF topological space (X,) is called an IF T0-space iff for any two IF points{x(,)} and 
{y(,)}in X such that{x(,)}≠ {y(,)}implies either{x(,)}≠ cl{y(,)} or {y(,)}≠ cl{x(,)}, 
equivalently{x(,)}≠{y(,)}implies cl{x(,)}≠ cl{y(,)}. 
4.6 Theorem Every IF Ta- space is an IF T0-space. 
Proof Let the IF topological space (X,) is an IF Ta- space but not IF T0-space. Then there exist two IF 
points{x(,)} and {y(,)}in X such that{x(,)}≠ {y(,)} but cl{x(,)}= cl{y(,)}. Clearly {x(,)}is not IF 
closed otherwise cl{x(,)}={x(,)}≠ cl{y(,)}. Now by theorem 3.18 {x(,)}

c is IF g*-closed but not IF 
closed otherwise{y(,)}{x(,)}

c implying cl{y(,)}{x(,)}
c and cl{x(,)}≠ cl{y(,)}.Contradicting our 

hypothesis. Hence(X,) is IF T0-space. 
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